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Extrinsic topology of Floquet anomalous boundary states in quantum walks
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Bulk-boundary correspondence is a fundamental principle for topological phases where bulk topology deter-
mines gapless boundary states. On the other hand, it has been known that corner or hinge modes in higher-order
topological insulators may appear due to “extrinsic” topology of the boundaries even when the bulk topological
numbers are trivial. In this paper, we find that Floquet anomalous boundary states in quantum walks have similar
extrinsic topological natures. In contrast to higher-order topological insulators, the extrinsic topology in quantum
walks is manifest even for first-order topological phases. We present the topological table for extrinsic topology
in quantum walks and illustrate extrinsic natures of Floquet anomalous boundary states in concrete examples.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Recently, it has become clear that a class of gapless
boundary states may appear without bulk topological numbers
because of topological properties of boundaries. Such bound-
ary states are called “extrinsic” [1]. In particular, extrinsic
topological phases are realized in higher-order topological
insulators with gapless corner and hinge modes [2–10]. For
example, attaching a one-dimensional Su-Schrieffer-Heeger
chain [11] onto an edge of a two-dimensional chiral-
symmetric topologically trivial insulator, we obtain extrinsic
zero-energy corner states. The zero-energy gapless modes are
robust against continuous deformation of the system unless
the bulk energy gap closes. The topological invariant of the
edge Su-Schrieffer-Heeger chain determines the types and the
numbers of these corner modes.

Floquet systems, of which Hamiltonians are periodic in
time [12–19], and quantum walks, where periodically mul-
tiplying unitary operators describe their dynamics [20–39],
have attracted increasing interests due to topological phenom-
ena intrinsic to nonequilibrium systems. Both Floquet systems
and quantum walks have the 2π/T energy periodicity because
of the Bloch-Floquet theorem for time translation symmetry
with time period T [40]. In addition to a conventional gap,
usually at ε = 0, the 2π/T periodicity allows another gap
at the energy zone boundary ε = π/T . If the bulk energy
gaps at ε = 0 and/or ε = π/T is open, gapless boundary
states at ε = 0 and/or ε = π/T can appear both in Floquet
systems [12,16,17,41] and quantum walks [22,24,27]. Due to
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the shared properties above, quantum walks are often regarded
as a kind of Floquet systems in many previous literatures.

In this paper, however, we clarify an intrinsic difference
between Floquet systems and quantum walks in the bulk-
boundary correspondence. The Floquet systems are governed
by the continuous-time evolution of time-periodic Hamilto-
nians. In contrast, the quantum walks are governed by the
discrete-time evolution of unitary operators. This difference
leads to the absence of the bulk-boundary correspondence in
quantum walks. In quantum walks, bulk topological invariants
are insufficient to determine the number of the gapless bound-
ary states, and the gapless boundary states can depend on the
boundary topology. We also reveal that the extrinsic boundary
states have the same form as Floquet anomalous edge states.
Contrary to higher-order topological insulators in equilibrium,
quantum walks may host the extrinsic boundary states even in
first-order topological phases.

This paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II, we give
an illustrative example showing the difference between Flo-
quet systems and quantum walks, and explain the extrinsic
topological nature of quantum walks. In Sec. III, we classify
extrinsic topological phases in quantum walks. In Sec. IV,
we examine extrinsic topological phases in one-dimensional
quantum walks in detail. In Sec. V, the relation between
the topological classification of Floquet systems and that
of quantum walks is discussed. In Sec. VI, we argue the
bulk-boundary correspondence for chiral-symmetric quantum
walks in one dimension (1D). For chiral-symmetric quantum
walks in 1D, it has been shown that the bulk topological
numbers fully determines the number of boundary zero modes
[27], i.e., no extrinsic topological phase appears. On the other
hand, our classification indicates the presence of an extrinsic
topological phase in this case. We clarify that this difference
comes from the difference in the definition of chiral symmetry.
Indeed, Ref. [27] introduces chiral symmetry in a specific
manner, and we demonstrate that the extrinsic topological
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FIG. 1. Relation between quantum walks and Floquet systems.
Any Floquet operator UF can be regarded as a quantum walk UQW.
On the other hand, some quantum walks UQW such as S+(k) in Eq. (4)
cannot be realized as a Floquet operator UF .

phase becomes trivial under the special realization of chiral
symmetry. We also find that class CII quantum walks in 1D
has a similar property: Using an appropriate realization of
symmetries, the bulk topological numbers fully determine the
number of boundary zero modes. In Sec. VII, we present sev-
eral physical implementations of extrinsic topological phases,
and examine their properties. Finally, we give the conclusion
in Sec. VIII

II. ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLE

In this section, we give an illustrative example to clar-
ify an essential difference between Floquet systems and
quantum walks. We first compare the definition of quantum
walks and Floquet systems. In conventional Floquet systems,
the time-evolution operator U (k, t1 → t2) in the momen-
tum representation is given by a time-dependent microscopic
Hamiltonian H (k, t ),

U (k, t1 → t2) = T exp

[
−i

∫ t2

t1

dt H (k, t )

]
, (1)

where T is the time-ordering operator. The one-cycle
time-evolution operator UF (k) := U (k, 0 → T ) is called the
Floquet operator, where T is the time period of the mi-
croscopic Hamiltonian H (k, t + T ) = H (k, t ). In quantum
walks, however, the one-cycle time evolution is given directly
by a series of unitary operators Uj (k):

UQW(k) =
∏

j

Uj (k). (2)

For both Floquet systems and quantum walks, we can define
the effective Hamiltonians HF and HQW as

UF = e−iHF T , UQW = e−iHQW , (3)

which describe stroboscopic dynamics of these systems. The
quasienergies of these systems are defined as the eigenvalues
of the effective Hamiltonians and the periodicity 2π/T of
the energy can be understood as the periodicity in the phases
of UF and UQW, where T = 1 for quantum walks. When
Uj (k)’s are written by a microscopic Hamiltonian Uj (k) =
T exp[−i

∫ t j+1

t j
dt H (k, t )], the quantum walk reduces to a

Floquet system. However, this is not always possible for
general quantum walks (Fig. 1). An illustrative example is a

(a) (b)

FIG. 2. Lattice structure and energy spectrum of the simple
extrinsic topological model in Eq. (13). (a) We attach the (d − 1)-
dimensional boundary onto the d-dimensional bulk. In the simple
mode, we consider d = 2. We impose the periodic boundary con-
ditions (PBC) in the y direction and the open boundary conditions
(OBC) in the x direction. (b) The energy spectrum of Eq. (13). The
blue (red) line indicates the bulk (edge) energy spectrum.

single-step quantum walk UQW(k) = S+(k), where the opera-
tion S+(k) shifts the walker to the right if its spin is up [21,22]:

S+(k) =
(

e−ik 0
0 1

)
. (4)

As one can check immediately, this model has a nontrivial
winding number w1[UQW(k)] = 1 with w1[U (k)] defined by

w1[U (k)] =
∫ 2π

0

dk

2π
tr[U (k)−1i∂kU (k)]. (5)

On the other hand, for any Floquet continuous-time evolution
U (k, t1 → t2), the winding number becomes zero:1

w1[U (k, t1 → t2)] = w1[U (k, 0 → 0)] = 0, (6)

as U (k, t1 → t2) is continuously deformed into U (k, 0 →
0) = 1. Therefore, the quantum walk UQW(k) = S+(k) cannot
be written by a Floquet continuous-time evolution.

In this paper, we argue that this difference enables extrinsic
topological phases in quantum walks. A simple example of
the extrinsic topological phase in a quantum walk is given as
follows (Fig. 2). First let us prepare a topologically trivial bulk
model in two dimensions (2D) with energy gaps at ε = 0 and
π/T by using the coin operator C(θ ). In the momentum-space
representation, the bulk model is

Ubulk(k) = C
(π

2

)
, C(θ ) := e−iθσz . (7)

Here, we used the Pauli matrix σz. The real-space representa-
tion of the bulk model is

Ubulk =
Lx∑

x=2

Ly∑
y=1

−i |r,+〉 〈r,+| + i |r,−〉 〈r,−| , (8)

1We note that the Thouless pumping model in the adiabatic limit
shows a nonzero winding number for the low-energy bands and the
opposite winding number for the high-energy bands [67], and thus
the total winding number is zero. In general, if a one-cycle time-
evolution operator has a block-diagonal structure:

UF (k) =
(

U1(k)
U2(k)

)
,

w1[U1(k)] can take nonzero value while we have w1[UF (k)] =
w1[U1(k)] + w1[U2(k)] = 0 [57].
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where r represents the (x, y) position, and ± indicate two
orthogonal internal states of the walker. The effective Hamil-
tonian HQW of this model is

HQW(k) = π

2
σz, (9)

which has the eigenvalues ε(k) = ±π/2. Thus, the model has
energy gaps both at ε = 0, π . Furthermore, as the Hamilto-
nian is a constant, the bulk topological number is zero, so no
gapless boundary mode is expected.

However, we can obtain a gapless chiral edge mode by
decorating the boundary at x = 1 of this model with a local
unitary operator. For instance, we can consider the following
edge unitary operator:

Uedge(ky) = S+(ky)C

(
π

2

)
, (10)

where ky is the momentum along the edge. The effective
Hamiltonian H edge

QW of the edge unitary operator is

H edge
QW (ky) =

(
ky + π/2 0

0 −π/2

)
, (11)

and thus the edge unitary operator supports a chiral gapless
mode with the linear dispersion ε(ky) = ky + π/2. The real-
space representation of the edge unitary operator is

Uedge =
Ly∑

y=1

−i |1, y + 1,+〉 〈1, y,+| + i |1, y,−〉 〈1, y,−| ,

(12)

where the periodic boundary condition is imposed in the y
direction. By attaching this to the real-space representation of
the bulk model Ubulk in Eq. (8) at x = 1, we have a decorated
bulk model

Ubulk ⊕ Uedge. (13)

In spite of the trivial bulk topological number, the decorated
model has a chiral edge mode, as shown in Fig. 2(b).

The extrinsic gapless chiral mode originates from the
winding number of the edge unitary operator. As explained
above, in contrast to conventional Floquet systems, a unitary
operator in a quantum walk may have a nonzero winding num-
ber, and the edge unitary operator Uedge(ky) in Eq. (10) has
w1[Uedge(ky)] = 1. Following the theorem proved in Ref. [42],
this implies the existence of gapless chiral modes both at
ε = 0, π at the same time: The theorem in 1D indicates the
relation between the winding number of Uedge(ky) and the
gapless modes∑

εp(kpα )=0

sgn vpα =
∑

εp(kpα )=π

sgn vpα = w1[Uedge(ky)], (14)

where kpα is the αth gapless point of band p of the edge
unitary operator defined by ε(kpα ) = 0 or π , and vpα =
(∂εp/∂ky)ky=kpα is the group velocity of the gapless mode at
kpα . Since sgn vpα measures the chirality of the gapless mode,
a nonzero winding number implies the existence of chiral
gapless modes both at ε = 0, π .

On the basis of the theorem in Ref. [42], we classify
extrinsic topological phases in quantum walks in arbitrary di-
mensions. Superficially, the classification coincides with that

for gapless modes in ordinary topological insulators and su-
perconductors (Table II). This is because the gapless boundary
states in quantum walks have the same topological charges
as those in usual topological insulators and superconductors.
However, contrary to the conventional gapless modes, gapless
modes in the extrinsic topological phases appear in the ab-
sence of bulk topological numbers because of the nontrivial
topology of boundary unitary operators. Furthermore, the ex-
trinsic gapless modes always appear in a pair at ε = 0, π/T .
In even (odd) dimensions, the net topological charge of extrin-
sic gapless modes at ε = 0 is the same as (opposite to) the net
topological charge of those at ε = π/T .

The extrinsic topological phase in quantum walks is closely
related to the so-called Floquet anomalous topological phase
[43]. In Floquet systems, there are two types of topological
phases: one is the conventional topological phase defined by
the effective Hamiltonian in Eq. (3), and the other is the
anomalous one determined from a refined dynamics of the
microscopic Hamiltonian in Eq. (1). These two types of topo-
logical phases are needed to fully determine the boundary
states both at ε = 0 and π/T . In quantum walks, however,
the microscopic Hamiltonian does not always exist, and thus
anomalous topological phase is not possible in general. As
a result, the bulk topology is insufficient to determine the
boundary gapless states. Instead, we find that boundary op-
erators can be topological, which enables us to fully control
gapless states on the boundary.

We also discuss possible physical implementations of such
extrinsic topological phases. We numerically and analytically
study the robustness of extrinsic chiral gapless modes against
disorders in the Anderson localization Hamiltonian [44]. We
also show that suitable modulations of boundaries can elim-
inate gapless boundary states in the split-step quantum walk
in one dimension [22,24,29] and the five-step model in two
dimensions [41], which clearly illustrates the extrinsic nature
of gapless modes in the quantum walks.

III. CLASSIFICATION OF EXTRINSIC TOPOLOGY
IN QUANTUM WALKS

Let us consider a general one-cycle time-evolution uni-
tary operator UQW(k) and the effective Hamiltonian HQW(k)
defined by UQW(k) = e−iHQW(k) in d dimensions with k =
(k1, k2, . . . , kd ). We first introduce the Altland-Zirnbauer
(AZ) symmetry classes [45]. HQW(k) possibly satisfies time-
reversal symmetry (TRS), particle-hole symmetry (PHS),
and/or chiral symmetry (CS):

T HQW(k)T −1 = HQW(−k), (15)

CHQW(k)C−1 = −HQW(−k), (16)

�HQW(k)�−1 = −HQW(k). (17)

Here, T and C are antiunitary operators with T 2 = ±1 and
C2 = ±1, and � is a unitary operator with �2 = 1. The AZ
symmetry classes are defined by the presence or absence of
TRS, PHS, and/or CS (Table I). In quantum walks, it is
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TABLE I. Periodic table for (d − 1)-dimensional gapless boundary states of d-dimensional quantum walks in AZ symmetry class. We
assume bulk gaps at ε = 0 and π . The table has the periodicity d = d + 2 for classes A and AII, and has the periodicity d = d + 8 for other
symmetry classes.

AZ class T C � d = 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

A 0 0 0 0 Z2 0 Z2 0 Z2 0 Z2

AIII 0 0 1 Z2 0 Z2 0 Z2 0 Z2 0

AI +1 0 0 0 0 0 (2Z)2 0 Z2
2 Z2

2 Z2

BDI +1 +1 1 Z2 0 0 0 (2Z)2 0 Z2
2 Z2

2

D 0 +1 0 Z2
2 Z2 0 0 0 (2Z)2 0 Z2

2

DIII −1 +1 1 Z2
2 Z2

2 Z2 0 0 0 (2Z)2 0
AII −1 0 0 0 Z2

2 Z2
2 Z2 0 0 0 (2Z)2

CII −1 −1 1 (2Z)2 0 Z2
2 Z2

2 Z2 0 0 0
C 0 −1 0 0 (2Z)2 0 Z2

2 Z2
2 Z2 0 0

CI +1 −1 1 0 0 (2Z)2 0 Z2
2 Z2

2 Z2 0

beneficial to rewrite the symmetries as those for UQW(k):

TUQW(k)T −1 = UQW(−k)†, (18)

CUQW(k)C−1 = UQW(−k), (19)

�UQW(k)�−1 = UQW(k)†. (20)

When there are particle-hole and/or chiral symmetries, we
have a symmetry constraint εn = −εm (mod 2π ) for the en-
ergy bands n, m of HQW, and obtain high-symmetric energy
gaps at ε = 0, π . We assume that gaps are open at these levels
for bulk bands in the following arguments (Fig. 3).

Gapless boundary states appear at ε = 0 and π individu-
ally. They are described by a gapless Dirac Hamiltonian

HQW(k‖) =
d−1∑
j=1

k jγ j + εGap1̂, (21)

up to continuous deformations. Here, we take the open bound-
ary condition in the xd direction, k‖ = (k1, k2, . . . , kd−1) is
the momentum along the boundary, and εGap = 0, π indicates
the energy gaps we consider. The gamma matrix γ j is Her-
mitian and obeys {γi, γ j} = 2δi j . This boundary Hamiltonian

FIG. 3. A typical energy spectrum of a quantum walk: The en-
ergy has 2π periodicity, so there exist two high-symmetric bulk
energy gaps at ε = 0 and π . Gapless boundary states may appear
at both bulk gaps. Here a is a lattice constant.

is taken to be compatible with AZ symmetries. The gapless
Dirac Hamiltonian in Eq. (21) has the same form as that
for boundary states in conventional topological insulators and
superconductors in equilibrium [46–49]. In the latter sys-
tems, from the bulk-boundary correspondence, the topological
classification of gapless boundary states in (d − 1) dimen-
sions is the same as that of insulators and superconductors
in d dimensions. Therefore, the topological classification of
(d − 1)-dimensional boundary states in quantum walks coin-
cides with that of ordinary insulators and superconductors in
d dimensions (Table I). Note that the topological numbers in
Table I are doubled because each gap at ε = 0, π may host
gapless states.

The gapless boundary states in quantum walks have two
different topological origins. The first one is the bulk topology
of the effective Hamiltonian HQW(k). The two gaps ε = 0 and
π separate bulk bands of HQW(k) into two, from which one
can define “occupied” and “empty” bands like conventional
insulators. Therefore, in a manner similar to usual topological
insulators, HQW(k) can be topological, which gives gapless
boundary states at ε = 0. One of the doubled topological
numbers Z2, Z2

2, and (2Z)2 in Table I corresponds to the
boundary states determined from the bulk topological invari-
ant of HQW(k).

Another origin is the main subject of this paper, i.e., the
extrinsic topology of boundary operators. Below, we dis-
cuss possible lattice terminations of d-dimensional quantum
walks, which is given by (d − 1)-dimensional unitary opera-
tors UBDQW(k‖).

For this purpose, we employ a theory on gapless states
of unitary operators [42]. For a boundary unitary operator
UBDQW(k‖) in a symmetry class specified by the presence
or absence of AZ symmetries, we have gapless states when
the unitary operator has a nontrivial topological number.
The extended Nielsen-Ninomiya theorem [42] summarizes
the explicit relation between gapless states and the topo-
logical number for the (d − 1)-dimensional unitary operator
UBDQW(k‖):

∑
εα=0

ν0
α = (−1)d

∑
εα=π

νπ
α = n, (22)
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TABLE II. Periodic table of extrinsic topological phases in (d − 1)-dimensional boundaries of d-dimensional quantum walks. This table
shows the presence or absence of the Z or Z2 topological invariant n for (d − 1)-dimensional boundary unitary operators. The table has the
periodicity d = d + 2 for classes A and AII, and has the periodicity d = d + 8 for other symmetry classes.

AZ class T C � d = 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

A 0 0 0 0 Z 0 Z 0 Z 0 Z
AIII 0 0 1 Z 0 Z 0 Z 0 Z 0

AI +1 0 0 0 0 0 2Z 0 Z2 Z2 Z
BDI +1 +1 1 Z 0 0 0 2Z 0 Z2 Z2

D 0 +1 0 Z2 Z 0 0 0 2Z 0 Z2

DIII −1 +1 1 Z2 Z2 Z 0 0 0 2Z 0
AII −1 0 0 0 Z2 Z2 Z 0 0 0 2Z
CII −1 −1 1 2Z 0 Z2 Z2 Z 0 0 0
C 0 −1 0 0 2Z 0 Z2 Z2 Z 0 0
CI +1 −1 1 0 0 2Z 0 Z2 Z2 Z 0

where ν0,π
α is the αth topological charge of gapless states

at ε = 0, π , and n is the topological number of UBDQW(k‖).
Equation (14) is an example of the extended Nielsen-
Ninomiya theorem for class A with d = 2, and we will give
the explicit forms of ν0,π

α and n for d = 1 in Sec. IV. In
general, we can define n as follows: We introduce the doubled
Hamiltonian HU (k‖) [50]:

HU (k‖) =
(

0 UBDQW(k‖)
U †

BDQW(k‖) 0

)
, (23)

which is Hermitian, and has eigenvalues ±1 due to
HU (k‖)2 = 1̂. It also obeys CS,

�zHU (k‖)�z = −HU (k‖), �z =
(

1̂ 0
0 −1̂

)
. (24)

The AZ symmetries of UBDQW(k‖), which should be compati-
ble with those for the bulk operator UQW(k) in Eqs. (18)–(20),
lead to

T̃HU (k‖)T̃ −1 = HU (−k‖), T̃ =
(

0 T
T 0

)
, (25)

C̃HU (k‖)C̃−1 = HU (−k‖), C̃ =
(

C 0
0 C

)
, (26)

�̃HU (k‖)�̃−1 = HU (k‖), �̃ =
(

0 �

� 0

)
. (27)

Therefore, HU (k‖) can be regarded as a topological insu-
lator or superconductor with symmetries in Eq. (24) and
Eqs. (25)–(27). As shown in Appendix A, by using the
standard Clifford algebra extension method [51,52], we can
perform the topological classification of HU (k‖), which also
provides a topological classification of the boundary operator
U (k‖). The resultant classification of UBDQW(k‖) in (d − 1)
dimensions coincides with the classification of conventional
topological insulators and superconductors in d dimensions
(Table II). The topological number of HU (k‖) gives the topo-
logical number n in Eq. (22).

Attaching the boundary unitary operator with nonzero n to
a boundary of quantum walks, we can change the number of
gapless modes there, in accordance with the extended Nielsen-

Ninomiya theorem in Eq. (22): The number of boundary states
changes as ∑

εα=0

ν0
α →

∑
εα=0

ν0
α + n, (28)

∑
εα=π

νπ
α →

∑
εα=π

νπ
α + (−1)d n. (29)

On the other hand, for even (odd) d , the difference (summa-
tion) of the boundary states between ε = 0 and π does not
change, so it is intrinsically determined by the bulk topologi-
cal number nbulk of HQW(k):∑

εα=0

ν0
α − (−1)d

∑
εα=π

νπ
α = nbulk. (30)

Thus, the bulk-boundary correspondence partially holds in
quantum walks.

For classes A, AI, and AII, we can choose the energy
gaps arbitrarily because there is no symmetry constraint in the
quasienergy. If there are l energy gaps ε = μi (i = 1, . . . , l ),
the topological classification of the boundary states in
Table I changes as Z2 → Zl , Z2

2 → Zl
2, (2Z)2 → (2Z)l .

In these cases, the extended Nielsen-Ninomiya theorem in
Eq. (22) takes the form of∑

εα=μ

νμ
α = n, (31)

where νμ
α is the topological charge of αth gapless state at

ε = μ [42]. We note that this formula is compatible with
Eq. (22) with odd d since in classes A, AI, and AII, the
topological numbers n of UBDQW(k‖) are always 0 or Z2 for
odd d .

IV. EXTRINSIC BOUNDARY STATES OF QUANTUM
WALKS IN 1D

Topological phases of quantum walks have been stud-
ied mainly in 1D [22–28,31–34]. In this section, we study
extrinsic topological phases of quantum walks in 1D, i.e.,
zero-dimensional extrinsic boundary states. According to the
periodic table in Table II, nontrivial extrinsic topological
phases appear for classes AIII, BDI, D, DIII, and CII in
1D. We identify the topological numbers n and ν0,π for
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these classes, and show that they obey the extended Nielsen-
Ninomiya theorem in Eq. (22).

We have also studied 2D and 3D cases in Appendix. C.

A. Class AIII

A boundary quantum walk operator UBDQW in a class AIII
quantum walk in 1D is a unitary matrix obeying

�U †
BDQW�−1 = UBDQW, �2 = 1, (32)

with a unitary matrix �. This relation implies that UBDQW�

is Hermitian, and it has nonzero real eigenvalues because of
det[UBDQW�] �= 0. Therefore, we can define the Z topological
number n in Eq. (22) as follows:

n = 1
2 [N+(UBDQW�) − N−(UBDQW�)], (33)

where N+(UBDQW�) [N−(UBDQW�)] is the number of positive
(negative) eigenvalues of UBDQW�. We can also introduce the
topological charge ν0,π of gapless modes at ε = 0, π in the
following manner. For a gapless mode |u0〉 at ε = 0, we have

UBDQW|u0〉 = |u0〉, U †
BDQW|u0〉 = |u0〉, (34)

and CS implies

UBDQW�|u0〉 = �|u0〉. (35)

Thus, by taking a linear combination of |u0〉 and �|u0〉, the
gapless mode can be an eigenstate of �:

� |u0〉 = ± |u0〉 . (36)

Then, the eigenvalue of � defines the topological number ν0 of
|u0〉. In a similar manner, we can also define νπ for a gapless
mode |uπ 〉 at ε = π . In summary, the topological numbers
ν0,π are written as

ν0,π = 〈u0,π | � |u0,π 〉 , (37)

with the normalization 〈u0,π |u0,π 〉 = 1.
When n is nonzero, we have gapless modes according to

the extended Nielsen-Ninomiya theorem in Eq. (22). To check
the theorem, we consider a general 2 × 2 unitary matrix in
class AIII,2

UBDQW = a0σ0 + ia1σ1 + ia2σ2 + a3σ3, � = σ3, (38)

where aμ are real parameters. From the unitarity condition
UBDQWU †

BDQW = 1, we obtain three possible cases:

(i) a3 = 0, a2
0 + a2

1 + a2
2 = 1,

(ii) a3 = 1, (39)

(iii) a3 = −1.

The eigenvalues of UBDQW in each case are given by

(i) λ± = a0 ± i
√

a2
1 + a2

2,

(40)
(ii), (iii) λ± = ±1.

2We note that it is possible to construct other forms of UBDQW for
larger matrix sizes.

The corresponding eigenstates are

(i) |u±〉 = 1√
2
(
a2

1 + a2
2

)
(

±i
√

a2
1 + a2

2

ia1 − a2

)
,

(ii) |u+〉 = (1, 0)T, |u−〉 = (0, 1)T, (41)

(iii) |u+〉 = (0, 1)T, |u−〉 = (1, 0)T,

which satisfy

ν± = 〈u±| � |u±〉 =
⎧⎨
⎩

0 for (i),
±1 for (ii),
∓1 for (iii).

(42)

Therefore, we obtain

∑
ν0 = −

∑
νπ =

⎧⎨
⎩

0 for (i),
+1 for (ii),
−1 for (iii).

(43)

Now we compare this result with the topological number
n. The Hermitian matrix UBDQW� is given by

UBDQW� =
⎧⎨
⎩

a0σ3 + a1σ2 − a2σ1 for (i),
+σ0 for (ii),
−σ0 for (iii),

(44)

of which eigenvalues are

E =
⎧⎨
⎩

±1 for (i),
+1 for (ii),
−1 for (iii).

(45)

Thus, n in Eq. (33) is evaluated as

n =
⎧⎨
⎩

0 for (i),
+1 for (ii),
−1 for (iii).

(46)

Equations (43) and (46) reproduce the extended Nielsen-
Ninomiya theorem in Eq. (22).

B. Class BDI

In class BDI, a boundary unitary operator obeys TRS and
PHS,

TUBDQWT −1 = U †
BDQW,

CUBDQWC−1 = UBDQW, (47)

where T and C are antiunitary operators with CT = TC and
T 2 = C2 = 1. By combining TRS with PHS, the boundary
operator also has CS:

�U †
BDQW�−1 = UBDQW, � = TC. (48)

Using CS, the topological number n of UBDQW and the topo-
logical charge ν0,π of gapless modes at ε = 0, π are defined
in the same manner as in class AIII.

The theorem in Eq. (22) can be checked in a manner similar
to class AIII. A general 2 × 2 unitary matrix in class BDI is
given by

UBDQW = a0σ0 + ia1σ1 + a3σ3,

T = K, C = σ3K, (49)
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where aμ are real parameters, and K is the complex-
conjugation operator. From UBDQWU †

BDQW = 1, we obtain
three possible cases:

(i) a3 = 0, a2
0 + a2

1 = 1,

(ii) a3 = 1, (50)

(iii) a3 = −1.

Then, UBDQW in Eq. (49) obeys the theorem since it is a special
case of Eq. (38) with a2 = 0.

C. Class D

For class D, a boundary operator UBDQW satisfies

CUBDQWC−1 = UBDQW, C2 = 1, (51)

with an antiunitary operator C. This relation implies that
det(UBDQW) is real, and thus it takes ±1. Therefore, we can
define the Z2 topological invariant n of UBDQW by

(−1)n = det(UBDQW). (52)

On the other hand, the presence or absence of a gapless state
at ε = 0, π defines the Z2 invariant ν0,π for the gapless state.
Note that an even number of gapless states trivialize ν0,π .

A general 2 × 2 unitary matrix in class D is given by

UBDQW = a0σ0 + a1σ1 + ia2σ2 + a3σ3, C = K. (53)

Then, the unitarity of UBDQW leads to two possible cases:

(i) a0 = a2 = 0, a2
1 + a2

3 = 1,
(54)

(ii) a1 = a3 = 0, a2
0 + a2

2 = 1,

where the eigenvalues of UBDQW are

(i) λ± = ±1,
(55)

(ii) λ± = a0 ± ia2.

Thus, only for (i), a single gapless mode exists at ε = 0, π .
From this, we obtain∑

ν0 = −
∑

νπ =
{

1 for (i),
0 for (ii). (56)

On the other hand, a direct calculation shows

det(UBDQW) = a2
0 + a2

2 − a2
1 − a2

3 (57)

and, thus, the Z2 invariant n in Eq. (52) is

n =
{

1 for (i),
0 for (ii). (58)

The topological numbers in Eqs. (56) and (58) satisfy the
extended Nielsen-Ninomiya theorem in Eq. (22).

D. Class DIII

For a boundary unitary operator UBDQW in class DIII, we
have

TUBDQWT −1 = U †
BDQW, CUBDQWC−1 = UBDQW,

(59)

where T and C are antiunitary operators with T 2 = −1, C2 =
1, and CT = TC. For convenience, we decompose T and C
into the unitary parts T and C and the complex-conjugation
operator K :

T = T K, C = CK. (60)

Then, the matrix UBDQWT is found to be antisymmetric, so we
can introduce the Pfaffian Pf(UBDQWT ). We can also show

[Pf(UBDQWT )]∗ = det(C∗)Pf(UBDQWT ) (61)

and, thus, we have Pf(UBDQWT ) = ±1 in the basis with
det(C∗) = 1. Then, the sign of the Pfaffian defines the Z2

invariant n for UBDQW:

(−1)n = −Pf(UBDQWT ). (62)

On the other hand, for gapless states at ε = 0, π , the presence
or absence of a Kramers pair of gapless states defines the
Z2 invariant ν0,π . Note that any eigenstate of UBDQW doubly
degenerates due to the Kramers theorem for TRS.

To obtain a nontrivial example, we need at least a 4 × 4
unitary matrix in this class. Let us consider a general 4 × 4
unitary matrix in class DIII:

UBDQW = a00τ0σ0 + a10τ1σ0 + a30τ3σ0

+ ia21τ2σ1 + ia22τ2σ2 + a23τ2σ3. (63)

Here, τiσ j is the tensor product of the Pauli matrices τi and σ j .
TRS and PHS are given by T = τ0σ2K and C = τ0σ1K . From
UBDQWU †

BDQW = 1, we obtain two possibilities:

(i) a00 = a21 = a22 = 0, a2
30 + a2

10 + a2
23 = 1,

(64)
(ii) a30 = a10 = a23 = 0, a2

00 + a2
21 + a2

22 = 1.

The eigenvalues of UBDQW with Kramers degeneracy are given
by

(i) λ± = ±1,
(65)

(ii) λ± = a00 ± i
√

a2
21 + a2

22

and, thus, the system supports a single Kramers pair of gapless
states at ε = 0, π only for (i). Therefore, we obtain∑

ν0 = −
∑

νπ =
{

1 for (i),
0 for (ii). (66)

On the other hand, Pf(UQWT ) becomes

Pf(UBDQWT ) = a2
30 + a2

10 + a2
23 − a2

00 − a2
21 − a2

22, (67)

so n in Eq. (62) is evaluated as

n =
{

1 for (i),
0 for (ii), (68)

which obeys the theorem in Eq. (22).

E. Class CII

Finally, we examine boundary unitary operators for class
CII quantum walks in 1D. The boundary unitary operator
obeys

TUBDQWT −1 = U †
BDQW, CUBDQWC−1 = UBDQW,

(69)
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where T and C are antiunitary operators with T 2 = −1, C2 =
−1, and CT = TC. Combining TRS with PHS, we also have
CS:

�U †
BDQW�−1 = UBDQW, � = TC. (70)

Using CS, we can introduce the topological numbers n and
ν0,π in Eqs. (33) and (37) in the same manner as those in class
AIII. However, in contrast to class AIII, because of additional
CS and TRS in Eq. (69), these topological numbers only take
even integers. First, the Hermitian matrix UBDQW� has its own
TRS defined by C

C[UBDQW�]C−1 = UBDQW�, (71)

which results in the Kramers degeneracy for eigenstates of
UBDQW�. Therefore,

n = 1
2 [N+(UBDQW�) − N−(UBDQW�)] (72)

in Eq. (33) becomes a 2Z topological invariant. Furthermore,
gapless modes at ε = 0, π also form Kramers pairs due to
the original TRS by T . The Kramers pair has a common
eigenvalue of � since T commutes with �, so the total charges∑

ν0,π of gapless modes with ν0,π defined by Eq. (37) also
become even integers.

A general 4 × 4 unitary matrix in class CII is given by

UBDQW = a00τ0σ0 + ia10τ1σ0 + a30τ3σ0

+ ia21τ2σ1 + ia22τ2σ2 + ia23τ2σ3, (73)

with T = τ0σ2K and C = τ3σ2K . The unitarity condition
UBDQWU †

BDQW = 1 leads to the following three possibilities:

(i) a30 = 0, a2
00 + a2

10 + a2
21 + a2

22 + a2
23 = 1,

(ii) a30 = 1, a00 = a10 = a21 = a22 = a23 = 0, (74)

(iii) a30 = −1, a00 = a10 = a21 = a22 = a23 = 0.

The eigenvalues of UBDQW with Kramers degeneracy are

(i) λ± = a00 ± i
√

a2
10 + a2

21 + a2
22 + a2

23,

(ii) λ± = ±1, (75)

(iii) λ± = ±1,

and thus the boundary operator supports gapless states at ε =
0, π for (ii) and (iii). We can show that each Kramers pair
satisfies

ν± = 〈u±| � |u±〉 =
⎧⎨
⎩

0 for (i),
∓1 for (ii),
±1 for (iii)

(76)

and, thus, we obtain

∑
ν0 = −

∑
νπ =

⎧⎨
⎩

0 for (i),
−2 for (ii),
+2 for (iii).

(77)

On the other hand, the Hermitian matrix UBDQW� is given by

UBDQW� = a00τ3σ0 + a10τ2σ0 + a30τ0σ0

− a21τ1σ1 − a22τ1σ2 − a23τ1σ3 (78)

of which eigenvalues are

E = −a30 ±
√

a2
00 + a2

10 + a2
21 + a2

22 + a2
23. (79)

Thus, by taking into account the Kramers degeneracy, n in
Eq. (33) is evaluated as

n =
⎧⎨
⎩

0 for (i),
−2 for (ii),
+2 for (iii).

(80)

The results in Eqs. (77) and (80) satisfy the extended Nielsen-
Ninomiya theorem in Eq. (22).

V. CLASSIFICATION OF FLOQUET SYSTEMS
VS QUANTUM WALKS

In this section, we compare the topological classification
of quantum walks and that of Floquet systems. Let us start
with a brief review of the topological classification of Floquet
topological insulators and superconductors [43]. We consider
a general time-periodic Hamiltonian H (k, t + T ) = H (k, t )
and the time-evolution operator

U (k, t ) = T exp

[
−i

∫ t

0
dt H (k, t )

]
. (81)

From the one-cycle time evolution UF (k) = U (k, T ), we
define the effective Hamiltonian by UF (k) = e−iHF (k)T . The
fundamental symmetries TRS, PHS, and CS in Floquet sys-
tems are defined in the microscopic Hamiltonian:

T H (k, t )T −1 = H (−k,−t ), (82)

CH (k, t )C−1 = −H (−k, t ), (83)

�H (k, t )�−1 = −H (k,−t ). (84)

Here, T and C are antiunitary operators with T 2 = ±1 and
C2 = ±1, and � is a unitary operator with �2 = 1. These
symmetries lead to TRS, PHS, and CS for the effective Hamil-
tonian HF (k):

T HF (k)T −1 = HF (−k), (85)

CHF (k)C−1 = −HF (−k), (86)

�HF (k)�−1 = −HF (k). (87)

For convenience, we also rewrite the symmetries as those for
time-evolution operator U (k, t ):

TU (k, t )T −1 = U (−k,−t ), (88)

CU (k, t )C−1 = U (−k, t ), (89)

�U (k, t )�−1 = U (k,−t ). (90)

Instead of the microscopic Hamiltonian H (k, t ), we clas-
sify the time-evolution operator U (k, t ) because it has the
same information as H (k, t ). We decompose U (k, t ) into two
parts:

C(k, t ) = e−iHF (k)t , L(k, t ) = U (k, t )C(k, t )−1, (91)
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where L(k, t ) is periodic in t . We call C(k, t ) and L(k, t ) as
the constant time evolution and the loop unitary, respectively.
When HF (k) is gapped at ε = 0, π/T and has the branch cut
at ε = π/T , this decomposition is shown to be unique up to
homotopy equivalence [43]. Thus, the topological classifica-
tion of U (k, t ) reduces to those of the constant time evolution
C(k, t ) and the loop unitary L(k, t ).

The topological classification of C(k, t ) is the same as that
of HF (k), and thus the same as that of ordinary topological
insulators and superconductors. This coincides with the clas-
sification of HQW(k) in the previous section.

On the other hand, the loop unitary L(k, t ) realizes the
Floquet anomalous topological phase intrinsic to dynamical
systems [41]. Interestingly, for a very different reason, the
topological classification of L(k, t ) also coincides with that of
ordinary topological insulators and superconductors as shown
below: One can classify L(k, t ) by using the doubled Hamil-
tonian HL(k, t ),

HL(k, t ) =
(

0 L(k, t )
L†(k, t ) 0

)
, (92)

which is Hermitian, gapped due to HL(k, t )2 = 1̂, periodic
both in k and t , and obeys CS

�zHL(k, t )�z = −HL(k, t ), �z =
(

1̂ 0
0 −1̂

)
. (93)

Since L(k, t ) obeys the same symmetries as U (k, t ) in
Eqs. (88)–(90), HL(k, t ) may have

T̃HL(k, t )T̃ −1 = HL(−k,−t ), T̃ =
(

T 0
0 T

)
, (94)

C̃HL(k, t )C̃−1 = HL(−k, t ), C̃ =
(

C 0
0 C

)
, (95)

�̃HL(k, t )�̃−1 = HL(k,−t ), �̃ =
(

� 0
0 �

)
. (96)

Therefore, by regarding t as a space direction and then
HL(k, t ) as a (d + 1)-dimensional topological insulator with
proper symmetries defined above, we can classify L(k, t ). As
shown in Appendix B, one can perform the classification by
using the Clifford algebra extension method [51,52], and find
that the classification coincides with that of ordinary topolog-
ical insulators and superconductors in d dimensions. Thus,
the periodic table of L(k, t ) is the same as that of extrinsic
topological phases in quantum walks (Table II).

Therefore, combining the classifications of C(k, t ) and
L(k, t ), we find that the topological periodic table of U (k, t )
agrees with that for quantum walks in Table I. Furthermore,
the bulk-boundary correspondence in Floquet systems is sum-
marized as [43] ∑

εα=0

ν0
α = nC + nL, (97)

∑
εα=π/T

νπ
α = (−1)d nL, (98)

where nC is the topological invariant of C(k, t ) or equivalently
HF (k), and nL is the topological invariant of L(k, t ), and ν0,π

α

is the topological charge of αth gapless states at ε = 0 or π/T .

These formulas correspond to Eqs. (28) and (29) with Eq. (30)
in quantum walks.

In summary, extrinsic boundary states determined by the
boundary topology of quantum walks correspond to bound-
ary states determined by L(k, t ) of Floquet systems. In other
words, the extrinsic boundary states in quantum walks corre-
spond to the Floquet anomalous boundary states [41]. Note
that no well-defined loop unitary exists in quantum walks
due to the absence of the microscopic Hamiltonian H (k, t ):
whereas one can introduce L(k, t ) for a quantum walk in a
specific manner [30], it is not unique. For instance, the same
one-cycle time-evolution operator for the quantum walk can
be obtained by the effective Hamiltonian H (k, t ) = HQW(k),
for which L(k, t ) = 1̂. As a result, we can construct a micro-
scopic Hamiltonian with nL = 0 and nL cannot be uniquely
determined from time-evolution operators for any quantum
walks. This observation is also consistent with the extrin-
sic nature of Floquet anomalous boundary states in quantum
walks.

VI. BULK-BOUNDARY CORRESPONDENCE IN 1D
CHIRAL-SYMMETRIC QUANTUM WALKS

For 1D chiral-symmetric quantum walks, it has been
known that the bulk-boundary correspondence holds [27] with
a different definition of CS from ours. In this section, we
explain why the bulk topological numbers fully determine
gapless boundary states in their definition of CS, and also
discuss another possibility of a similar bulk-boundary corre-
spondence in other symmetry classes.

We first review a specific realization of CS introduced in
Ref. [27]. To define CS, Asbóth and Obuse decomposed the
time-evolution unitary operator of a quantum walk into two
parts

UQW = U2U1, (99)

where U1 and U2 may consist of multiple unitary operators.
Then, they introduced the decomposed CS as [27]

�U1�
−1 = U †

2 , �2 = 1, (100)

with a unitary operator �, which leads to the original CS
in Eq. (20). Note that Floquet systems with CS in Eq. (84)
naturally realize Eq. (100) by regarding U1 and U2 as U1 =
U (0 → T/2) and U2 = U (T/2 → T ).

Under this special realization of CS, we can show that the
bulk-boundary correspondence holds [27,53]. For this pur-
pose, one can take the basis where � and U1 are given by

� =
(

1̂ 0
0 −1̂

)
, U1 =

(
a b
c d

)
, (101)

and show that if the band gap at ε = 0 (ε = π ) is open, b and
c (a and d) have the well-defined 1D winding number w1[b]
and w1[c] (w1[a] and w1[d]) [53]. Then, we have the relation
[27] ∑

εα=0

ν0
α = w1[b] − w1[c]

2
,

(102)∑
εα=π

νπ
α = w1[a] − w1[d]

2
,
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where ν0,π
α is the topological charge of boundary zero modes

defined by Eq. (37). Therefore, the net topological charges of
boundary modes at ε = 0 and π are determined by the bulk
topological numbers. In other words, no extrinsic boundary
modes are possible in this case.

We can easily show why extrinsic boundary modes are
prohibited under CS in Eq. (100). From the decomposed CS,
UQW� is recast into

UQW� = U2U1� = U2(�−1U †
2 �)� = U2�U †

2 , (103)

which takes the form of unitary transformation of � by U2.
Therefore, any boundary operator UBDQW decomposed into
two parts U ′

2U
′
1 by CS also has the same form

UBDQW� = U ′
2�U ′

2
†. (104)

From this, we can show that the zero-dimensional (0D) Z
topological number defined by Eq. (33) becomes zero: Be-
cause of the above relation, UBDQW� has the same eigenvalues
as �, so we have

n = 1
2 [N+(UBDQW�) − N−(UBDQW�)] = 0. (105)

Therefore, the boundary unitary operator gives no additional
gapless state in 0D boundaries. Thus, in 1D quantum walks
with decomposed CS [Eq. (100)], the bulk topological num-
bers fully determine the numbers of boundary modes at
ε = 0, π .

Whereas the decomposed CS in Eq. (100) prohibits the
extrinsic zero modes at boundaries of 1D systems, it may
allow extrinsic topological phases in other dimensions. For
instance, extrinsic zero modes of 2D boundaries are not pro-
hibited by the decomposed CS in Eq. (100). The topological
invariant for a 2D boundary operator UBDQW(kx, ky) with CS is
the Chern number of UBDQW(kx, ky)�. Equation (104) merely
implies that U ′

2 diagonalizes UBDQW�, so we can realize any
Chern number by choosing a proper U ′

2. Consequently, we
can add arbitrary numbers of 2D extrinsic boundary states to
three-dimensional quantum walks under the decomposed CS
in Eq. (100).

One may ask a question if there is any other symmetry class
that can recover the bulk-boundary correspondence with an
appropriate definition of symmetries. The answer is yes. We
find that 1D quantum walks in class CII also have the same
property. To see this, we again decompose the time-evolution
unitary operator of a quantum walk into two parts,

UQW = U2U1. (106)

Then, we consider decomposed TRS and PHS, which give the
original TRS and PHS for UQW in Eqs. (18) and (19):

TU1(k)T −1 = U †
2 (−k), (107)

CU1(k)C−1 = U1(−k), CU2(k)C−1 = U2(−k). (108)

Here, T and C are antiunitary operators with CT = TC and
T 2 = C2 = −1. Combining TRS with PHS, we also have
decomposed CS:

�U1�
−1 = U †

2 , � = TC. (109)

Using the decomposed CS, we can again take the basis in
Eq. (101) and prove the bulk-boundary correspondence in

Eq. (102). Note that the decomposed PHS in Eq. (108) leads
to twofold degeneracy similar to the Kramers doublet, and
thus topological numbers on both sides of Eq. (102) take only
even integers (see Appendix D). In a manner similar to the
above, we can also show that 0D extrinsic boundary states are
prohibited by Eq. (109). The 0D 2Z topological invariant in
Eq. (72) is always zero by the decomposed CS.

VII. PHYSICAL IMPLEMENTATIONS

In this section, we present three possible physical imple-
mentations of the extrinsic topological phases of quantum
walks.

A. 2D disordered systems with extrinsic edge states

In this section, we examine robustness of extrinsic edge
modes against disorders, which is an analog of robustness of
quantum Hall edge states against impurity scatterings [54].
We consider a single-band model with an extrinsic edge
mode in quantum walks. The edge mode is robust against
impurities, and shows a directed position displacement along
the edge characterized by the topological winding number
[12,32,55–58].

Let us consider the following single-band tight-binding
model with random onsite potentials in 2D, which is typically
used for the study of the Anderson localization:

HA =
∑
x,y

J |x + 1, y〉 〈x, y| + J |x, y + 1〉 〈x, y|

+ H.c. + Vx,y |x, y〉 〈x, y| , (110)

where J is the hopping amplitude and Vx,y ∈ [−W,W ] is a
random potential uniformly distributed within [−W,W ]. Here
J and Vx,y are real, so the above Hamiltonian belongs to class
AI and is topologically trivial. For class AI in 2D, it is known
that all the eigenstates are localized for any nonzero W if the
system is large enough [44]. Below, we impose the periodic
boundary condition in the x direction, and the open boundary
condition in the y direction.

The one-cycle time evolution by the Hamiltonian in
Eq. (110) is described by

UA = e−iHAT (111)

with T = 1. The wave function at time step t is derived by
multiplying the state by Ut

A. Figure 4 shows (a) the wave-
packet dynamics at time step t starting at an edge of the
system, (b) the density of states (DOS) histogram, and (c) a
typical eigenstate of UA. The system exhibits localized behav-
ior in the finite system, indicating the localization length is
smaller than the system size. After long time steps, the wave
packet on the edge shows a localization with almost the same
radius as the typical eigenstate, and does not diffuse into the
bulk.

We next introduce an extrinsic chiral edge state onto the
boundary at y = 1. We multiply UA by the unitary operator A,

A(kx ) = Uedge(kx ) ⊗ |y = 1〉 〈y = 1| +
Ly∑

y=2

1 ⊗ |y〉 〈y| ,

(112)
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(a) (b)

(c)

FIG. 4. (a) Dynamics of a wave packet, (b) DOS, and (c) a typical
eigenstate of the Anderson model in Eq. (110). The parameters are
J = 0.2, W = 1, Lx = 25, and Ly = 15. The initial state of the wave
packet is |x = 10, y = 1〉. We consider the strongly localized regime
W  J , and thus all the eigenstates are localized. (a) We see that
a wave packet starting at an edge does not diffuse into the bulk and
shows a localization with almost the same radius as a bulk eigenstate.
(b) The width of the energy band is broader than 2J due to the
random potential Vx,y ∈ [−W,W ]. (c) A typical eigenstate shows the
Anderson localization.

where the edge unitary operator is Uedge(kx ) = e−ikx , and con-
sider the decorated time-evolution operator

U ′
A = AUA. (113)

In the above sections, we have considered attaching com-
pletely decoupled boundary unitary operators. In this section,
however, we consider attaching boundary unitary operators
coupled with the bulk. As discussed in Sec. I, Uedge(kx ) pro-
vides a chiral edge mode with ε = kx, which should be robust
against disorders.

Figure 5 shows (a) the wave-packet dynamics starting at
the decorated edge with y = 1, (b) the DOS histogram, and
(c) a typical eigenstate profile of U ′

A. The wave packet propa-
gates to the +x direction, as we expected. Thus, the boundary
operator A induces a robust edge state analogous to a quantum
Hall edge state. We also find that the extended state along the
edge survives even when its energy is overlapped with that
of the original bulk band. This is because of the Anderson
localization of the bulk states, which suppresses the mixing
with the edge state. In Appendix G, we also show that the
extrinsic chiral edge state is robust even in the presence of
random phases along the edge at y = 1.

In general, we can characterize the directed wave-packet
movement due to extrinsic chiral modes by the winding num-
ber in Eq. (5). To show this, we consider the time evolution by
Û in 1D for a while, then apply the result to the extrinsic edge
modes in 2D.

(a) (b)

(c)

FIG. 5. (a) Dynamics of a wave packet, (b) DOS, and (c) delo-
calized eigenstates of the Anderson model with the extrinsic edge
mode in Eq. (113). The parameters are J = 0.2, W = 1, Lx = 25,
Ly = 15, and T = 1. The color scale is different between (a) and (c).
The initial state of the wave packet is |x = 10, y = 1〉. Since W  J ,
all bulk eigenstates are localized. (a) The wave packet propagates to
the +x direction. (b) The DOS around ε = π indicates the presence
of an anomalous chiral edge mode. (c) Delocalized eigenstates with
eigenenergies ε = 3.12 and 0.06 correspond to the anomalous chiral
edge mode.

For a quantum walk in 1D, we introduce the polarization at
x as

Px =
∑

α

〈x, α| x̂ |x, α〉 , (114)

where |x, α〉 represents a state at position x with internal
degrees of freedom α such as spin, orbital, and so on. After
the one-cycle time evolution by Û , the polarization becomes

Px(T ) =
∑

α

〈x, α| Û †x̂Û |x, α〉 . (115)

If Û has translation symmetry, one can show that the position
displacement after the one-cycle evolution is given by the
winding number [12,32,55–58]

Px(T ) − Px = w1[U (k)], (116)

where U (k) is the momentum-space representation of Û . The
proof is as follows: From the Fourier transformation, the po-
larization in Eq. (115) is rewritten as

Px(T ) =
∑

α

〈x| 〈α| Û †x̂Û |x〉 |α〉

=
∑

α

[
1√
L

∑
k

eikx 〈k|
]

〈α| Û †

[∑
x′

x′ |x′〉 〈x′|
]

× Û

[
1√
L

∑
k′

e−ik′x |k′〉
]

|α〉
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= 1

L2

∑
α,k,k′,x′

eikx 〈α|U †(k)e−ikx′
[−i∂k′eik′x′

]

× U (k′)e−ik′x |α〉 , (117)

where U (k) acts on the space of internal degrees of freedom
α. Using the partial integration and the relation

1

L

∑
x′

ei(k′−k)x′ = δk,k′ , (118)

we obtain

Px(T ) = 1

L

∑
α,k

eikx 〈α|U †(k)i∂k[U (k)e−ikx] |α〉

= 1

L

∑
α,k

〈α|U †(k)[i∂kU (k)] |α〉 +
∑

α

x. (119)

The first term in the right-hand side in the above is the winding
number in Eq. (5):

1

L

∑
α,k

〈α|U †(k)[i∂kU (k)] |α〉

=
∫ 2π

0

dk

2π
tr[U †(k)i∂kU (k)] = w1[U (k)], (120)

while the second term is the polarization Px∑
α

x =
∑

α

〈x, α| x̂ |x, α〉 = Px. (121)

Therefore, we obtain Px(T ) = w1[U (k)] + Px, and thus the
formula in Eq. (116).

Let us check this formula in Eq. (116) for a simple example
UQW = S+R(θ ) with

S+ =
(

e−ik 0
0 1

)
, R(θ ) =

(
cos θ − sin θ

sin θ cos θ

)
, (122)

which has w1[UQW(k)] = 1. Consider the initial states

|x,↑〉 =
(|x〉

0

)
, |x,↓〉 =

(
0
|x〉

)
, (123)

with the polarization

Px = 〈x,↑| x̂ |x,↑〉 + 〈x,↓| x̂ |x,↓〉 = 2x. (124)

The states after one cycle are

UQW

(|x〉
0

)
=

(
cos θ |x + 1〉

sin θ |x〉
)

, (125)

UQW

(
0
|x〉

)
=

(− sin θ |x + 1〉
cos θ |x〉

)
(126)

and, thus, we have

Px(T ) = 〈x,↑|U †
QWx̂UQW |x,↑〉 + 〈x,↓|U †

QWx̂UQW |x,↓〉
= 2x + 1 = Px + 1. (127)

Therefore, we obtain Px(T ) − Px = w1[UQW] = 1, which co-
incides with the formula in Eq. (116).

We can generalize the above relation between the polariza-
tion and the winding number even in the presence of disorders.

For this purpose, we consider the flux inserted unitary op-
erator Û (�), where the hopping terms in Û are modified
by the uniform gauge potential Ax = �/L as |x + q〉 〈x| →
e−i(�/L)q |x + q〉 〈x| [59]. Then, we introduce its winding num-
ber [60]

w1[Û (�)] =
∫ 2π

0

d�

2π
tr[Û †(�)i∂�Û (�)]. (128)

We note that the flux inserted unitary operator Û (�) is
periodic in � with the period 2π up to the large gauge trans-
formation ÛG = e− 2π i

L x̂, Û (� + 2π ) = ÛGÛ (�)Û †
G. Thus, the

winding number takes an integer. In a manner similar to
Eq. (116), we can prove

P(T ) − P = w1[Û (�)], (129)

where P(T ) − P is an averaged version of the position
displacement Px(T ) − Px after one-cycle evolution. See
Appendix E for details.

Now, we extend the above results to extrinsic edge modes
in 2D. Since an extrinsic edge mode is localized at an edge
of the system, say at y = 1, we consider the polarization at
y = 1:

Px|y=1 =
∑

α

〈x, y = 1, α| x̂ |x, y = 1, α〉 . (130)

Then, the polarization after the one-cycle time evolution is

Px(T )|y=1 =
∑

α

〈x, y = 1, α| Û †x̂Û |x, y = 1, α〉 , (131)

where Û is the time-evolution operator in 2D. As shown
in Appendix F, if the system has translation symmetry, the
formula in Eq. (116) can be generalized as

Px(T )|y=1 − Px|y=1 = wP[U (kx )], (132)

where wP is the projected winding number defined by

wP[U (kx )] =
∫ 2π

0

dkx

2π
try,α

[
P̂edgeU

†(kx )i∂kxU (kx )
]
, (133)

with the projection operator P̂edge = |y = 1〉 〈y = 1| at the
edge. Similarly, if the system has disorders, we have a gen-
eralization of Eq. (129) with the projected winding number
for Eq. (128).

We remark that the projected winding numbers are not
quantized in general because edge modes at y = 1 can diffuse
into the bulk. However, if bulk states are gapped or localized,
edge modes rarely diffuse into the bulk, so the quantization
of the projected winding numbers is almost recovered. Under
such situations, an extrinsic chiral mode induces a directed
movement of wave packets at the edge since it has a nontrivial
winding number. For instance, our model in 2D has a well-
localized bulk state as shown in Fig. 4(c), and thus the above
mechanism explains the wave-packet dynamics in Fig. 5(a).
Here, note that the argument here does not necessarily require
a bulk gap. In Fig. 6, we show the wave-packet dynamics in
the model of Eq. (113) with W = 10, J = 1, where the bulk
band covers the whole energy range from −π to π . Even
in this case, we observe that wave packets propagate to the
+x direction and there exist delocalized eigenstates along the
edge.
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(a) (b)

(c)

FIG. 6. In case of no band gap: (a) dynamics of a wave packet,
(b) DOS, and (c) a delocalized eigenstate of the Anderson model
with the extrinsic edge mode in Eq. (113). The parameters are
J = 1, W = 10, Lx = 25, Ly = 15, and T = 1. The color scale is
different between (a) and (c). The initial state of the wave packet is
|x = 10, y = 1〉. Due to W  J , all bulk eigenstates are localized.
Whereas no band gap exists due to the strong random potential,
the extended edge state survives and enables a directed wave-packet
motion.

Finally, we consider a noisy environment where the ran-
dom potential in Eq. (110) fluctuates in each time step
[23,61–64]. Our numerical simulations show that the directed
wave-packet dynamics due to the extrinsic chiral edge mode
survives during the timescale shorter than diffusion. In Fig. 7,
we compare the t steps dynamics without the edge mode,

Uw/o =
t∏

s=1

e−iHA(s)T , (134)

to that with the edge mode,

Uw/e =
t∏

s=1

Ae−iHA(s)T . (135)

Here, HA(s) at time step s has the same form as in Eq. (110)
but the random potential Vx,y changes at each step s. As seen in
Fig. 7(a), the time-dependent randomness leads to diffusion.
The details of the diffusive behavior are given in Appendix H.
In the case with the extrinsic chiral edge mode [Fig. 7(b)], on
the other hand, we find again a directed wave-packet displace-
ment due to the nontrivial winding number of w1[Uw/o(�)].
Such robustness in a noisy environment would enable extrin-
sic modes to realize fault-tolerance quantum devices.

B. Class AIII split-step quantum walk in 1D:
Cancellation of the edge mode

Boundary modes of chiral-symmetric quantum walks in
1D have been experimentally observed as a localization of
dynamics [24,33]. The extrinsic topological phase, however,

(a) (b)

FIG. 7. In case of noisy environment (spatial and temporal dis-
order): dynamics of a wave packet (a) for the Anderson model in
Eq. (134), and (b) that with the extrinsic edge mode in Eq. (135),
where the random potentials change at each time step. The parame-
ters are J = 0.2, W = 1, Lx = 25, Ly = 15, and T = 1. (a) For the
Anderson model without the extrinsic edge mode, a wave packet
starting at the edge diffuses into the bulk. (b) For the Anderson model
with the extrinsic edge mode, the wave packet propagates to the +x
direction during the timescale shorter than diffusion.

can cancel the boundary states, leading to a dynamics with
delocalized behaviors.

Let us study the split-step quantum walk model in 1D
[22,24,29]:

UQW = U2U1,

U1 = R1/2
2 S−R1/2

1 , U2 = R1/2
1 S+R1/2

2 . (136)

Here, S+ and S− are the shift operators, and Rj = R(θ j ) is the
spin-rotation coin operator, which are defined as follows:

S+(k) =
(

e−ik 0
0 1

)
, S−(k) =

(
1 0
0 eik

)
, (137)

R(θ ) =
(

cos θ − sin θ

sin θ cos θ

)
. (138)

This model has the decomposed CS in Eq. (100) with � = σx.
After performing a unitary transformation of the basis so that
� becomes � = σz, we calculate the bulk topological numbers
(w0,wπ ) defined by the right-hand side of Eq. (102),

w0 = w1[b] − w1[c]

2
, wπ = w1[a] − w1[d]

2
, (139)

for the split-step quantum walk in Eq. (136). The obtained
topological numbers are summarized in the phase diagram in
Fig. 8(a).

To examine boundary modes of the system, we consider
the loop configuration shown in Fig. 8(b). The loop consists
of left and right chains with the same length N , where UQW in
the left (right) chain has the coin operators with the param-
eter (θL

1 , θL
2 ) = (0, π/4) [(θR

1 , θR
2 ) = (0,−π/4)]. Boundary
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(a) (b)

FIG. 8. (a) Topological phase diagram of the split-step quantum
walk. (w0, wπ ) represent the bulk topological invariants given by
Eq. (139). The red triangle and star represent the parameters for
the left chain, (θL

1 , θL
2 ) = (0, π/4), and the right one, (θR

1 , θR
2 ) =

(0, −π/4), used in the numerical simulations in Figs. 9 and 10.
(b) The setup of the split-step quantum walk. The left and right
regions of the quantum walk are joined at two edges at x = 1
and L.

modes appear at the interfaces between the left and right
chains.

Figure 9(a) shows eigenvalues λ of the eigenequation
UQW |ψ〉 = λ |ψ〉 on the loop configuration, where λ = 1
(λ = −1) indicates the ε = 0 (ε = π ) boundary modes. Both
of the interfaces at x = 1, N + 1 host a single ε = 0 mode
|ψ0

x=1,N+1〉 and a ε = π one |ψπ
x=1,N+1〉 with the topo-

logical number ν0,π
x=1,N+1 = 〈ψ0,π

x=1,N+1|�|ψ0,π
x=1,N+1〉 shown in

Figs. 9(c)–9(f). We note that the boundary gapless modes
satisfy the bulk-boundary correspondence

ν0,π
x=1 = −ν0,π

x=N+1 = w0,π
L − w0,π

R , (140)

where w0,π
R,L is the bulk topological number in the right and

left chains. Here, the original bulk-boundary correspondence
in Eq. (102) is slightly modified because we have considered
interfaces between two topologically nontrivial chains. Due to
the existence of the boundary modes, a wave packet initially
localized at one of the interfaces remains localized after time
evolution [Fig. 9(b)].

As discussed in Sec. VI, if one relaxes the decomposed CS
in Eq. (100) by the original CS in Eq. (20), we can change
the number of boundary gapless modes by using the extrinsic
topological phase. To see this, we introduce the following
unitary operator A:

A =
2N∑

x �=N

|x〉 〈x| ⊗ σ0 + |x = N〉 〈x = N | ⊗ UBDQW, (141)

where the boundary unitary operator UBDQW is taken to be
nontrivial

UBDQW = σx. (142)

We insert A between U1 and U2 in Eq. (136):

UQW = U2AU1. (143)

Since A satisfies �A†�−1 = A, UQW in the above has the
original CS. We can show that UBDQW has nontrivial extrinsic

(a)

(c)

(e) (f)

(d)

(b)

FIG. 9. (a) Energy spectrum, (b) dynamics, and (c)–(f) eigen-
states of the split-step walk in Eq. (136). The total system size
is 2N = 20. The parameters in the left half chain are (θL

1 , θL
2 ) =

(0, π/4), while those in the right half chain are (θR
1 , θR

2 ) =
(0, −π/4). The initial state is |x = 11, ↓〉. At x = N + 1, we have
a single ε = 0 mode and an ε = π mode. The topological number of
the ε = 0 mode is −1, while that of the ε = π mode is +1.

boundary states. From the Hermitian matrix UBDQW� = σ0,
we have a nontrivial topological invariant in Eq. (33):

n = 1
2 [N+(UBDQW�) − N−(UBDQW�)] = 1. (144)

Therefore, from the extended Nielsen-Ninomiya theorem in
Eq. (22), we obtain extrinsic boundary modes at x = N with
the energies ε = 0, π and the topological numbers ν0 =
−νπ = 1. As shown below, these extrinsic boundary modes
may cancel the original edge modes at the interface at x =
N + 1.

The eigenenergies of UQW in Eq. (143) are shown in
Fig. 10(a). While the spectrum has ε = 0 and ε = π modes,
they are localized near the interface at x = 1, as shown in
Figs. 10(c) and 10(d). No gapless edge mode exists near the
interface at x = N + 1. As a result, in contrast to the previous
case, a wave packet initially localized at x = N + 1 spreads
after the time evolution [Fig. 10(b)].

C. Class A in 2D: Cancellation of the chiral edge mode

Floquet topological phases may host chiral edge modes
without the Chern number [12,30,41]. The Floquet anomalous
edge states originate from the bulk topological invariant of the
time-evolution operator U (k, t ) in Eq. (81), and have been
experimentally realized in photonic systems [35,65,66]. In
this section, we demonstrate that the Floquet anomalous edge
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(a)

(c) (d)

(b)

FIG. 10. (a) Energy spectrum, (b) dynamics, and (c), (d) eigen-
states of the decorated split-step walk in Eq. (143). The total
system size is 2N = 20. The parameters in the left half chain
are (θL

1 , θL
2 ) = (0, π/4), while those in the right half chain are

(θR
1 , θR

2 ) = (0,−π/4). The initial state is |x = 11, ↓〉. No localized
state at boundary x = N + 1 is found both in the spectrum and the
dynamics.

states can be eliminated by using the extrinsic topology of
quantum walks in 2D.

We consider the model in 2D with Floquet anomalous edge
states in Ref. [41]:

H (t ) = Hj, t ∈ [( j − 1)T/5, jT/5] (145)

with

Hj=1,2,3,4 = Jeib j ·kσ+ + Je−ib j ·kσ− + δABσz,

H5 = δABσz. (146)

Here, b1 = −b3 = (a, 0) and b2 = −b4 = (0, a), σ± = (σx ±
iσy)/2, and δAB is a real parameter. The one-cycle time evolu-
tion of the model is given by

UR =
5∏

j=1

e−iHj T/5. (147)

The energy spectrum and the dynamics of anomalous edge
modes in the model are shown in Figs. 11(a) and 11(c). This
model has gapless chiral edge modes both at the ε = 0 and
π gaps. The existence of the chiral edge modes is easily
understood for JT/5 = π/2 and δAB = 0. In this case, each
time-evolution unitary operator becomes

e−iHj=1,2,3,4T/5 = −i(eib j ·kσ+ + e−ib j ·kσ−),

e−iH5T/5 = 1, (148)

which makes the total time-evolution operator trivial UR = 1̂,
but there exists a chiral mode at the boundary, as shown in
Fig. 12. The chiral edge mode remains even if we modify the
parameters δAB and J unless the energy gaps at ε = 0, π are
closed.

The presence of the Floquet anomalous chiral edge state is
ensured by the three-dimensional winding number of the loop

FIG. 11. Energy spectrum and dynamics (a), (c) without and (b),
(d) with the unitary operator A in Eq. (151). We use (a), (c) the model
with UR in Eq. (147) and (b), (d) that with U ′

R in Eq. (150). The
parameters are J/T = 2.2π , δ = 1.3π . For (a) and (b), the system
size is Ly = 30. For (c) and (d), the system size is Lx = 25 and
Ly = 15. The initial state is |x = 5, y = 1, ↓〉. We take the periodic
(open) boundary condition in the x (y) direction. (a) The model UR

in Eq. (147) has Floquet anomalous chiral edge modes. (c) Due to
the existence of chiral edge modes, a wave packet on the edge at
y = 1 propagates to the +x direction. (b) The decorated model U ′

R in
Eq. (150) exhibits no chiral edge mode. (d) Due to the disappearance
of chiral edge modes, only a diffusive behavior into the bulk is
observed.

FIG. 12. One-cycle dynamics of the model (147) at JT/5 = π/2
and δAB = 0. This model has a bipartite lattice structure with spin up
(red) and spin down (blue). After the one-cycle time evolution, bulk
states return to the same position, while a spin-up (-down) edge state
at y = 1 (Ly ) propagates in the + (−) x direction.
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unitary L(k, t ) in Eq. (91):

w3[L] = 1

8π2

∫
dkxdkydt

× tr
(
L−1∂t L

[
L−1∂kx L, L−1∂ky L

])
. (149)

However, as we already pointed out in Sec. V, L(k, t ) is well
defined only when the microscopic Hamiltonian H (k, t ) ex-
ists. If one allows a general deformation of the time-evolution
unitary operator, one can trivialize L(k, t ) without closing
gaps at ε = 0, π . Therefore, in the framework of quantum
walks, where no microscopic Hamiltonian is assumed in gen-
eral, the Floquet anomalous edge mode is not protected by the
bulk topological number.

Actually, we can eliminate the anomalous edge mode in
Fig. 11(a) by multiplying UR by A:

U ′
R = AUR, (150)

A(kx ) = U y=1
edge (kx ) ⊗ |y = 1〉 〈y = 1|

+ U
y=Ly

edge (kx ) ⊗ |y = Ly〉 〈y = Ly| +
Ly−1∑
y=2

σ0 ⊗ |y〉 〈y| ,

(151)

U y=1
edge (kx ) =

(
e2ikx 0

0 1

)
, U

y=Ly

edge (kx ) =
(

1 0
0 e−2ikx

)
,

(152)

where we impose the open boundary conditions on UR at y =
1, Ly. As shown in Figs. 11(b) and 11(d), no gapless chiral
edge mode exists in the quasiparticle spectrum of U ′

R, and no
directed wave-packet motion is observed on the edges.

The extrinsic topology of U y=1
edge and U

y=Ly

edge in A explains
the disappearance of the anomalous edge modes. For these
boundary unitary operators, the winding number in Eq. (5)
becomes nonzero:

w1
[
U y=1

edge (kx )
] = −w1

[
U

y=Ly

edge (kx )
] = 2. (153)

Thus, U y=1
edge and U

y=Ly

edge have the extrinsic topology phase at
the boundaries. From the the extended Nielsen-Ninomiya the-
orem in Eq. (22), U y=1

edge and U
y=Ly

edge provide an anomalous edge
state on each boundary that has the chirality opposite to that
in the original model. As a result, U ′

R does not have any net
topological number for the anomalous edge modes, and thus
no stable anomalous edge mode remains.

We emphasize again that the boundary unitary operator
A affects nontrivially only on the edges, and it controls the
presence and absence of anomalous gapless edge states, which
implies the extrinsic nature of the edge states.

VIII. CONCLUSION

In this work, we argue the classification of topological
phases in quantum walks. Due to the discrete nature of
quantum walk dynamics, the bulk topological invariant is
insufficient to determine the boundary states. The numbers
of boundary states depend on both the bulk topology and
the boundary topology. While the conventional topological
insulators and superconductors in equilibrium systems also

may have similar extrinsic nature in higher-order topological
phases, quantum walks may support it even in the first-order
topological phases.

The extrinsic boundary states in quantum walks resem-
ble to anomalous boundary states in Floquet systems, but
their topological origin is different. For Floquet systems,
the anomalous boundary states originate from the nontrivial
topology of the bulk continuous time-evolution operator, but
for quantum walks, the continuous time-evolution operator is
not given.

In the previous work [27], it was shown that the bulk-
boundary correspondence holds for class AIII systems in
1D with a decomposed realization of CS. We explain how
their definition ensures the bulk-boundary correspondence,
and discuss a similar bulk-boundary correspondence in other
dimensions and symmetry classes. We find that class CII
quantum walks in 1D obey the bulk-boundary correspondence
under decomposed TRS and PHS.

We also examine physical implementations of extrinsic
topological phases in quantum walks. We numerically show
that the extrinsic boundary states induce the charge pump
which is robust against disorders along the edge of 2D sys-
tems. We also present general arguments for the robustness of
the charge pump. Moreover, we show that using the extrinsic
topology, one can eliminate the preexisting anomalous bound-
ary states in the class AIII 1D split-step walk and a class A 2D
model, respectively. We can change the types and the numbers
of gapless boundary states without changing the bulk, which
implies the breakdown of the bulk-boundary correspondence
in quantum walks.

In this work, we have focused on quantum walks, but
most of the arguments hold for any other systems described
by unitary operators such as cellular automatons. Applying
the present arguments to such systems could be interesting.
Another promising direction is higher-order boundary states
in quantum walks. While we have studied only the first-order
boundary states in this work, higher-order boundary states
may have richer extrinsic topological behaviors. Quantum
walks also support unique symmetries that have no counter-
part in static systems such as time-glide symmetry [53]. Such
symmetry could produce extrinsic topological phases unique
to dynamical systems.
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APPENDIX A: TOPOLOGICAL CLASSIFICATION
OF UBDQW(k‖)

As explained in the main text, we can classify UBDQW(k‖)
by using HU (k‖) with symmetry in Eqs. (24)–(27). In this
Appendix, we perform the topological classification of
HU (k‖) by the extension of Clifford algebras [51,52].

We first review the Clifford algebra. The Clifford algebra
is a ring in mathematics, which has addition and multipli-
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TABLE III. Classifying space Cn.

n mod 2 Classifying space Cn π0(Cn)

0 {U (k + m)/[U (k) × U (m)]} × Z Z
1 U (k) 0

cation. The complex Clifford algebra Cln has n generators
{e1, . . . , en} satisfying

{ei, e j} = δi, j, (A1)

and the linear combination of the products ep1
1 ep2

2 . . . epn
n form

a 2n-dimensional complex vector space. The real Clifford al-
gebra Clp,q has p + q generators {e1, . . . , ep; ep+1, . . . , ep+q}
satisfying

{ei, e j} = 0 for i �= j, (A2)

e2
i =

{−1 for 1 � i � p,
1 for p + 1 � i � p + q,

(A3)

and their products form a 2p+q-dimensional real vector space.
For instance, generators of Cl2 are given by the Pauli matrices

{e1, e2} = {σx, σy}, (A4)

of which products provide the basis of the 22-dimensional
complex vector space

1, σx, σy, iσz. (A5)

The space coincides with that of 2 × 2 matrices C(2), and
thus we obtain the isomorphism Cl2 � C(2).

We can obtain Cln+1 by adding a generator e0 to a given
representation of Cln. The problem to identify all possible
representations of e0 is called the extension problem of Cln →
Cln+1, and the space of the representations is called the clas-
sifying space Cn. In Table III, we summarize the classifying
space Cn and the number of connected parts of Cn, π0(Cn). Cn

has the Bott periodicity Cn+2 = Cn.
We also have a similar extension problem for real Clif-

ford algebras. For a given representation of Clp,q, we add a
generator e0 that satisfies e2

0 = −1 (e2
0 = 1), then obtain the

real Clifford algebra Clp+1,q (Clp,q+1). The extension prob-
lem Clp,q → Clp+1,q (Clp,q → Clp,q+1) defines the classifying
space Rp+2−q (Rq−p). Table IV summarizes the classifying
space Rq and the number of connected parts of Rq, π0(Rq).
Rq has the Bott periodicity Rq+8 = Rq.

TABLE IV. Classifying space Rq.

q mod 2 Classifying space Rq π0(Rq )

0 {O(k + m)/[O(k) × O(m)]} × Z Z
1 O(k) Z2

2 O(2k)/U (k) Z2

3 U (2k)/Sp(k) 0
4 {Sp(k + m)/[Sp(k) × Sp(m)]} × Z Z
5 Sp(k) 0
6 Sp(k)/U (k) 0
7 U (k)/O(k) 0

We perform the topological classification of HU (k‖) as the
extension problem of Clifford algebras. Since it is enough
to classify the system near topological phase transitions, we
consider HU (k‖) in the form of the Dirac Hamiltonian

HU (k‖) =
d−1∑
j=1

k jγ j + γ0, (A6)

where γ j and γ0 are the gamma matrices that satisfy the
relation {γμ, γν} = δμ,ν (μ, ν = 0, 1, . . . , d − 1). Then, the
gamma matrices γμ, symmetry operations for HU (k‖) in
Eqs. (24)–(27), and the imaginary unit J := i if HU (k‖) has
antiunitary symmetry, form the Clifford algebra in Table V.
Possible mass terms γ0 in the Dirac Hamiltonian provide pos-
sible topological phases, and thus the classification reduces to
the extension problem of the Clifford algebra without γ0 to
that with γ0. For each symmetry class, we summarize the ex-
tension and the classifying space in Table V. Using Tables III
and IV, we can specify the connected component π0 of the
classification space, which gives the topological numbers in
Table II in the main text.

APPENDIX B: TOPOLOGICAL
CLASSIFICATION OF L(k, t )

In a manner similar to Appendix A, we can perform the
topological classification of L(k, t ) by using HL(k, t ) under
symmetry in Eqs. (93)–(96). In Table VI, we summarize the
Clifford algebra, the extension by adding the mass term γ0,
and the classifying space for the “Hamiltonian”

HL(k, t ) =
d∑

j=1

k jγ j + tγt + γ0, (B1)

for each symmetry class with symmetry in Eqs. (93)–(96).
Note that the obtained classifying spaces are the same as those
for HU (k‖) in Table V. Therefore, the topological classifica-
tion of L(k, t ) coincides with that of U (k‖).

APPENDIX C: EXTRINSIC BOUNDARY STATES OF
QUANTUM WALKS IN TWO AND THREE DIMENSIONS

In this Appendix, we present examples of extrinsic bound-
ary unitary operators in 2D and 3D. (See also Sec. II, where
we have given an example of boundary unitary operators in
2D class A quantum walks.)

1. Class AII in 2D

An extrinsic boundary unitary operator UBDQW(k) of a 2D
class AII quantum walk satisfies

TUBDQW(k)T −1 = U †
BDQW(−k), (C1)

where k is the momentum along the boundary of the 2D
quantum walk, T is the time-reversal antiunitary operator with
T 2 = −1. Decomposing T into the unitary part T and the
complex-conjugation operator K ,

T = T K, (C2)

we find that UBDQW(kTRIM)T at time-reversal-invariant mo-
menta kTRIM = 0, π is antisymmetric. Thus, we can introduce
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TABLE V. Clifford algebra extensions and classifying spaces for HU (k‖).

AZ class T C � Generator Extension Classifying space

A 0 0 0 {γ1, . . . , γd−1, γ0, �z} Cld → Cld+1 Cd

AIII 0 0 1 {γ1, . . . , γd−1, γ0, �z, J�z�̃} Cld+1 → Cld+2 Cd+1

AI +1 0 0 {Jγ0; γ1, . . . , γd−1, �z, T̃ , JT̃ } Cl0,d+2 → Cl1,d+2 R−d

BDI +1 +1 1 {Jγ0, �̃�z; γ1, . . . , γd−1, �z, T̃ , JT̃ } Cl1,d+2 → Cl2,d+1 R1−d

D 0 +1 0 {Jγ0, J�z; γ1, . . . , γd−1, C̃, JC̃} Cl1,d+1 → Cl2,d+1 R2−d

DIII −1 +1 1 {Jγ0, T̃ , JT̃ ; γ1, . . . , γd−1, �z, �̃�z} Cl2,d+1 → Cl3,d+1 R3−d

AII −1 0 0 {Jγ0, T̃ , JT̃ ; γ1, . . . , γd−1, �z} Cl2,d → Cl3,d R4−d

CII −1 −1 1 {Jγ0, T̃ , JT̃ , �̃�z; γ1, . . . , γd−1, �z} Cl3,d → Cl4,d R5−d

C 0 −1 0 {Jγ0, J�z, C̃, JC̃; γ1, . . . , γd−1} Cl3,d−1 → Cl4,d−1 R6−d

CI +1 −1 1 {Jγ0; γ1, . . . , γd−1, �z, T̃ , JT̃ , �̃�z} Cl0,d+3 → Cl1,d+3 R7−d

the Pfaffian Pf[UBDQW(kTRIM)T ] and define the following Z2

topological invariant n for the boundary unitary operator:

(−1)n = sgn

{
Pf[UBDQW(π )T ]

Pf[UBDQW(0)T ]

× exp

[
−1

2

∫ k=π

k=0
d ln det[UBDQW(k)T ]

]}
. (C3)

When this number is nontrivial, the boundary operator hosts
a Kramers pair of gapless modes in accordance with the ex-
tended Nielsen-Ninommiya theorem in Eq. (22). The presence
or absence of the Kramers pair at ε = 0, π defines the Z2

invariant ν0,π .
We can obtain a nontrivial example of the boundary opera-

tor in this class by using a 2 × 2 unitary matrix. For T = iσ2K ,
a simplest nontrivial model is given by

UBDQW(k) = cos kσ0 + i sin kσ2. (C4)

Because we have

UBDQW(0)T = iσ2, UBDQW(π )T = −iσ2,

det[U (k)T ] = −1, (C5)

this model gives n = 1 (mod 2) in Eq. (C3). On the other hand,
as the eigenvalues of this model are

λ±(k) = e±ik, (C6)

the quasienergies of the boundary operator are ε± = ±k.
Thus, we have a Kramers pair of gapless modes both at
ε = 0, π . As a result, this model obeys the extended Nielsen-
Ninomiya theorem in Eq. (22) as∑

ν0 =
∑

νπ = n = 1. (C7)

2. Class AIII in 3D

A boundary unitary operator UBDQW(k) of a 3D class AIII
quantum walk has chiral symmetry

�UBDQW(k)�−1 = U †
BDQW(k), (C8)

where k is the momentum of a 2D boundary of the quan-
tum walk, � is a unitary operator with �2 = 1. From this,
UBDQW(k)� is a Hermitian operator, which has a gap at zero
energy because of det[UBDQW(k)�] �= 0. Therefore, we can
define the Chern number of UBDQW(k)�, which gives the
topological number n in Eq. (22) for the boundary operator.
When n is nonzero, the boundary unitary operator supports
gapless Dirac points at ε = 0, π . The topological charge ν0,π

for the Dirac points is

νε =
∫

S1

dk
4π i

· tr{�[HF(k) − ε]−1∇[HF(k) − ε]}, (C9)

where S1 is a circle surrounding the Dirac points at ε = 0, π .

TABLE VI. Clifford algebra extensions and classifying spaces for HL (k, t ).

AZ class T C � Generator Extension Classifying space

A 0 0 0 {γ1, . . . , γd , γt , γ0, �z} Cld+2 → Cld+3 Cd

AIII 0 0 1 {γ1, . . . , γd , γt , γ0, �z, Jγt �̃} Cld+3 → Cld+4 Cd+1

AI +1 0 0 {Jγ0, J�z; γ1, . . . , γd , γt , T̃ , JT̃ } Cl1,d+3 → Cl2,d+3 R−d

BDI +1 +1 1 {Jγ0, J�z, γt �̃; γ1, . . . , γd , γt , T̃ , JT̃ } Cl2,d+3 → Cl3,d+3 R1−d

D 0 +1 0 {Jγ0, Jγt , J�z; γ1, . . . , γd , C̃, JC̃} Cl2,d+2 → Cl3,d+2 R2−d

DIII −1 +1 1 {Jγ0, J�z, T̃ , JT̃ ; γ1, . . . , γd , γt , γt �̃} Cl2,d+2 → Cl3,d+2 R2−d

AII −1 0 0 {Jγ0, J�z, T̃ , JT̃ ; γ1, . . . , γd , γt } Cl3,d+1 → Cl4,d+1 R4−d

CII −1 −1 1 {Jγ0, J�z, γt �̃, T̃ , JT̃ ; γ1, . . . , γd , γt } Cl4,d+1 → Cl5,d+1 R5−d

C 0 −1 0 {Jγ0, Jγt , J�z, C̃, JC̃; γ1, . . . , γd} Cl4,d → Cl5,d R6−d

CI +1 −1 1 {Jγ0, J�z; γ1, . . . , γd , γt , γt �̃, T̃ , JT̃ } Cl1,d+4 → Cl2,d+4 R7−d
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FIG. 13. The energy spectrum of Eq. (C10) at θ = 3
4 . There are

Dirac points at ε = 0 and π .

To obtain a nontrivial example of the boundary operator in
this class, we need at least a 2 × 2 unitary matrix. For � = σ3,
we obtain the following nontrivial model [42]:

UBDQW(k) = eiθσx/2U −
y (ky/2)U −

x (kx )U +
y (ky/2)

× U −
y (ky/2)U +

x (kx )U +
y (ky/2)eiθσx/2, (C10)

where U ±
j (k j ) = P±

j e∓ik j + P∓
j with P±

j = (σ0 ± σ j )/2, and
θ is a real parameter. We show the quasienergy spectrum of
UBDQW(k) in Fig. 13. A Dirac point exists both at ε = 0 and
π . We can confirm the relation in Eq. (22) as follows. Near the
Dirac point at ε = 0, the effective Hamiltonian has the form

HBDQW(k) ≈ (kx − θ )σx + ky

(
cos2 θ

2

)
σy, (C11)

which gives the topological charge ν0 = 1. Near the Dirac
point at ε = π , the effective Hamiltonian has the form

HBDQW(k) ≈ (kx − θ )σx + ky

(
cos2 θ

2

)
σy, (C12)

which give the topological charge νπ = −1. On the other
hand, the Hermitian operator UBDQW� takes the form

UBDQW(k)� = dx(k)σx + (dy(k) cos θ − dz(k) sin θ )σy

+ [dz(k) cos θ + dy(k) sin θ ]σz, (C13)

where

dx(k) = cos2 (kx/2) sin ky,

dy(k) = sin kx cos2 (ky/2), (C14)

dz(k) = cos kx cos2 (ky/2) − sin2 (ky/2).

The Chern number of UBDQW(k)� is equal to 1 because the
unit vector d = (dx, dy, dz ) wraps a unit sphere one when k
covers the whole 2D Brillouin zone, indicating n = 1. As
a result, this model obeys the extended Nielsen-Ninomiya
theorem in Eq. (22) as∑

ν0 = −
∑

νπ = n = 1. (C15)

APPENDIX D: THE WINDING NUMBER w1[a], w1[b], w1[c],
w1[d] FOR CLASS CII IN 1D

In this Appendix, we show that the winding number w1[a]
in Sec. VI takes an even integer for class CII in 1D with
decomposed TRS and PHS in Eqs. (107) and (108). In a
similar manner, one can show that w1[b], w1[c], and w1[d]
are also even integers.

For this purpose, we take the basis where CS and PHS are
given by

� =
(

1̂ 0
0 −1̂

)
, C =

(
σ2 0
0 −σ2

)
K. (D1)

Then, PHS in Eq. (108) leads to(
σ2a∗(k)σ2 −σ2b∗(k)σ2

−σ2c∗(k)σ2 σ2d∗(k)σ2

)
=

(
a(−k) b(−k)
c(−k) d (−k)

)
. (D2)

When the system has a gap at ε = 0, it holds that det[a(k)] �=
0 [53], and thus one can define the winding number w1[a].
To show that w1[a] is an even integer, we first deform a(k)
into a unitary matrix. During the deformation, we can retain
the condition det[a(k)] �= 0, and so w1[a] does not change.
After the unitarization, a(k) is diagonalizable. Because of
σ2a∗(k)σ2 = a(−k) in Eq. (D2), any eigenstate of a(k) has
a Kramers partner, and thus a(k) is written as

a(k) =
∑

n

[λn(k) |ψn(k)〉 〈ψn(k)|

+ λ∗
n(−k)σ2 |ψ∗

n (−k)〉 〈ψ∗
n (−k)| σ2], (D3)

where |ψn(k)〉 is an eigenstate of a(k) with the eigenvalue
λn(k). Then, we have

tr[a(k)†∂ka(k)] = ∂k ln det[a(k)]

= ∂k ln

[∏
n

λn(k)λ∗
n(−k)

]

= ∂k

[∑
n

ln λn(k) +
∑

n

ln λ∗
n(−k)

]
, (D4)

which leads to

w1[a] =
∫ 2π i

0

dk

2π
tr[a(k)†∂ka(k)]

=
∫ 2π i

0

dk

2π
∂k

[∑
n

ln λn(k) +
∑

n

ln λ∗
n(−k)

]

= 2
∫ 2π i

0

dk

2π
∂k

∑
n

ln λn(k). (D5)

Because the integral∫ 2π i

0

dk

2π
∂k

∑
n

ln λn(k) (D6)

is an integer due to the periodicity of a(k) in k, w1[a] is an
even integer.

APPENDIX E: PROOF OF EQ. (129)

In this Appendix, we prove the formula in Eq. (129) in the
main text. For a rigorous argument, instead of the original
quantum walk operator Û having L sites in the x direction,
we consider N copies of Û arranged in a line in the x di-
rection, which is denoted by ÛN . Whereas Û does not have
translation symmetry in the presence of onsite disorders, ÛN

has translation invariance with respect to L-sites translations.
We also assume the periodic boundary condition of ÛN in the x
direction. Below we show that the position displacement after
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one-cycle evolution by ÛN is equal to the winding number of
Û (�):

L∑
x=1

∑
α

〈x, α| Û †
N

x̂

L
ÛN |x, α〉 −

L∑
x=1

∑
α

〈x, α| x̂

L
|x, α〉

=
∫ 2π

0

d�

2π
tr[Û †(�)i∂�Û (�)]. (E1)

The right-hand side of the above equation defines P(T ) − P,
i.e., an averaged version of Px(T ) − Px, and thus Eq. (E1) is
the exact description of Eq. (129) in the main text.

To show the above equation, we introduce ÛN (�) by

ÛN (�) = e−i(�/L)x̂ÛN ei(�/L)x̂, (E2)

where � takes the discrete values of � = 2π p/N with inte-
gers p. For these values of �, ÛN (�) keeps the same periodic
boundary condition as ÛN , and equals to the flux inserted ÛN

by the uniform gauge potential Ax = �/L. Below, we assume
the large-N limit, and treat � as a continuous real number.

The flux inserted operator obeys the Heisenberg equation

i∂�ÛN (�) =
[

x̂

L
, ÛN

]
. (E3)

Therefore, we obtain

Û †
N (�)i∂�ÛN (�) = Û †

N (�)
x̂

L
ÛN (�) − x̂

L
, (E4)

which leads to

L∑
x=1

∑
α

〈x, α| Û †
N (�)i∂�ÛN (�) |x, α〉

=
L∑

x=1

∑
α

〈x, α| Û †
N (�)

x̂

L
ÛN (�) |x, α〉

−
L∑

x=1

∑
α

〈x, α| x̂

L
|x, α〉 . (E5)

From translation symmetry of ÛN (�) under L sites transla-
tions TL,

T †
L ÛN (�)TL = ÛN (�), (E6)

the left-hand side of Eq. (E5) becomes

L∑
x=1

∑
α

〈x, α| Û †
N (�)i∂�ÛN (�) |x, α〉

= 1

N

L∑
x=1

N∑
n=1

∑
α

〈x, α| (T †
L )nÛ †

N (�)i∂�ÛN (�)(TL )n |x, α〉

= 1

N

NL∑
x=1

∑
α

〈x, α| Û †
N (�)i∂�ÛN (�) |x, α〉

= 1

N
trN [Û †

N (�)i∂�ÛN (�)], (E7)

where trN is the trace over the Hilbert space for ÛN . On the
other hand, the first term of the right-hand side in Eq. (E5) is

recast into

L∑
x=1

∑
α

〈x, α| Û †
N (�)

x̂

L
ÛN (�) |x, α〉

=
L∑

x=1

∑
α

〈x, α| e−i(�/L)x̂Û †
N ei(�/L)x̂ x̂

L
e−i(�/L)x̂

× ÛN (�)ei(�/L)x̂ |x, α〉

=
L∑

x=1

∑
α

〈x, α| Û †
N

x̂

L
ÛN |x, α〉 . (E8)

Therefore, Eq. (E5) leads to

1

N

∫ 2π

0

d�

2π
trN [Û †

N (�)i∂�ÛN (�)]

=
L∑

x=1

∑
α

〈x, α| Û †
N

x̂

L
ÛN |x, α〉

−
L∑

x=1

∑
α

〈x, α| x̂

L
|x, α〉 . (E9)

Finally, it holds that3

1

N

∫ 2π

0

d�

2π
trN [Û †

N (�)i∂�ÛN (�)]

=
∫ 2π

0

d�

2π
tr[Û †(�)i∂�Û (�)], (E10)

and thus we have Eq. (E1).

APPENDIX F: PROOF OF EQ. (132)

The polarization at t = T is rewritten as

Px(T )|y=1 =
∑

α

〈x, y = 1, α| Û †x̂Û |x, y = 1, α〉

=
∑

α

[
1√
Lx

∑
kx

eikxx 〈kx|
]

〈y = 1, α| Û †

[∑
x′

x′ |x′〉 〈x′|
]

× Û

⎡
⎣ 1√

Lx

∑
k′

x

e−ik′
xx |k′

x〉
⎤
⎦ |y = 1, α〉

= 1

L2
x

∑
α,kx,k′

x,x
′
eikxx 〈y = 1, α|U †(kx )e−ikxx′

[−i∂k′
x
eik′

xx′
]

× U (k′
x )e−ik′

xx |y = 1, α〉

= 1

Lx

∑
α,kx

eikxx 〈y = 1, α|U †(kx )i∂kx [U (kx )e−ikxx] |y = 1, α〉

3Note that Eq. (E10) can be easily shown for U (k) = e±ik . In gen-
eral, any model can be continuously deformed into a direct product
of U (k) = e±ik up to addition or subtraction of trivial models, and
thus Eq. (E10) holds.
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= 1

Lx

∑
α,kx

〈y = 1, α|U †(kx )
[
i∂kxU (kx )

] |y = 1, α〉 +
∑

α

x

=
∫ 2π

0

dkx

2π
try,α

[
P̂edgeU

†(kx )i∂kxU (kx )
] + Px|y=1, (F1)

with P̂edge = |y = 1〉〈y = 1|, which means Eq. (132).
To check Eq. (132), we consider the model with two sites

in the y direction:

U (kx )

= e−ikx cos θ |y = 1〉 〈y = 1| − e−ikx sin θ |y = 1〉 〈y = 2|
+ sin θ |y = 2〉 〈y = 1| + cos θ |y = 2〉 〈y = 2| . (F2)

The model provides one-site displacement in the x direction
when a particle is located at y = 1 after the one-cycle time
evolution. If the particle starts at y = 1, only the first term
in the right-hand side of Eq. (F2) gives the one-site displace-
ment. Thus, the particle is expected to move in the x direction
at rate cos2 θ .

Equation (132) reproduces this result. Actually, from direct
calculations

P̂edgeU
†(kx ) = eikx cos θ |y = 1〉 〈y = 1|

+ sin θ |y = 1〉 〈y = 2| ,
i∂kxU (kx ) = e−ikx cos θ |y = 1〉 〈y = 1|

− e−ikx sin θ |y = 1〉 〈y = 2| , (F3)

we have

wP[U (kx )] =
∫ 2π

0

dkx

2π
try,α

[
P̂edgeU

†(kx )i∂kxU (kx )
]

=
∫ 2π

0

dkx

2π
try,α[cos2 θ |y = 1〉 〈y = 1|]

= cos2 θ. (F4)

APPENDIX G: EFFECTS OF RANDOM PHASES
OF THE BOUNDARY UNITARY OPERATOR

IN THE ANDERSON MODEL

In this Appendix, we numerically check that the extrinsic
edge mode in Eq. (113) is robust against random phases on
the edge. For this purpose, we consider U ′′

A below, instead of
U ′

A:

U ′′
A = A′e−iHAT ,

A′ =
Lx∑

x=1

e−iφx |x + 1〉 〈x| ⊗ |y = 1〉 〈y = 1|

+
Lx∑

x=1

Ly∑
y=2

|x〉 〈x| ⊗ |y〉 〈y| , (G1)

where φx is uniformly distributed in a range [0, 2π ]. The
resultant dynamics of a wave packet starting at an edge of the
system, the DOS histogram, and a typical eigenstate profile
are shown in Fig. 14. We can see the directed wave-packet

(a) (b)

(c)

FIG. 14. (a) Dynamics of a wave packet, (b) DOS, and (c) a
delocalized eigenstate of the Anderson model with the disordered
extrinsic edge mode in Eq. (G1). The parameters are J = 0.2, W = 1,
Lx = 25, Ly = 15, and T = 1. The color scale is different between
(a) and (c). The initial state of the wave packet is |x = 10, y = 1〉.
We take the periodic (open) boundary condition in the x (y) direction.
Even in the presence of random phases on the boundary unitary
operator, the anomalous edge state survives, and enables a directed
wave-packet motion.

motion along y = 1 occurs even in this case. Actually, this
behavior is ensured by the formulas (129) and (132).

APPENDIX H: DIFFUSIVE BEHAVIOR OF THE
TIME-DEPENDENT ANDERSON MODEL

Here we show diffusive behaviors of our time-dependent
Anderson models in Eqs. (134) and (135). For this purpose,
we numerically examine ρ(y, t ) and 〈y2〉 defined by

ρ(y, t ) =
∫

ρ(x, y, t )dx,

〈y2〉 =
∫

y2ρ(x, y, t )dx dy, (H1)

where ρ(x, y, t ) = |ψ (x, y, t )|2 is the density distribution. If
ρ(x, y) obeys the diffusion equation

∂ρ

∂t
= D

2

(
∂2ρ

∂x2
+ ∂2ρ

∂y2

)
, (H2)

with a diffusion constant D, then the typical solution takes the
form of the Gaussian distribution:

ρ(x, y, t ) = 1

2πσ 2
t

exp

[
−x2 + y2

2σ 2
t

]
, σt =

√
Dt, (H3)

which leads to

ρ(y, t ) = 1√
2πσ 2

t

exp

[
− y2

2σ 2
t

]
, 〈y2〉 = Dt . (H4)

We show our numerical results of ρ(y, t = 100T ) and 〈y2〉
for the time-dependent Anderson models in Eqs. (134) and
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FIG. 15. Density distribution ρ(y, t ) at t = 100T and the mean-
squared distance 〈y2〉 of the time-dependent Anderson model in
Eq. (134). Parameters are Lx = 40, Ly = 25, J = 0.2, W = 1, and
T = 1. The initial state of the wave packet is |x = 20, y = 1〉. The
density distribution ρ(y, t ) exhibits a Gaussian tail, and the mean-
squared distance 〈y2〉 shows a nearly linear behavior in time.

(135) in Figs. 15 and 16, respectively. These numerical results
display Gaussian tails for ρ(y, t = 100T ) and nearly linear be-
haviors in time for 〈y2〉, which are consistent with the diffusive

FIG. 16. Density distribution ρ(y, t ) at t = 100T and the mean-
squared distance 〈y2〉 of the time-dependent Anderson model with
the extrinsic edge mode in Eq. (135). Parameters are Lx = 40, Ly =
25, J = 0.2, W = 1, and T = 1. The initial state of the wave packet
is |x = 20, y = 1〉. Even in this case, the density distribution ρ(y, t )
exhibits a Gaussian tail, and the mean-squared distance 〈y2〉 shows a
nearly linear behavior in time.

behaviors in Eq. (H4). Similar results have been reported for
models in Refs. [61–64].
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